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Background  

In Spring 2010, the BBC commissioned independent market research company, Ipsos 
MediaCT to conduct research into what the general public, across the UK thought of 
Digital On Screen Graphics (DOGs) – the channel logos that are often in the corner of 
the TV screen. 
 
The research was conducted between 5th and 11th March, with a representative sample 
of 1,031 adults aged 15+.  The research was conducted by interviewers in-home, using 
the Ipsos MORI Omnibus.  The key findings from the research can be found below. 

Key Findings 

Do viewers notice DOGs? 

As one of our first questions we split our sample into random halves and showed both 
halves a typical image that they would see on TV.  One was a very busy image, with a 
DOG present in the top left corner, the other image had much less going on, again with 
the DOG in the top left corner. 
 
We asked respondents what the first thing they noticed was, and then we asked what 
they second thing they noticed was.  It was clear from the results that the DOGs did not 
tend to stand out on screen, with only 12% of those presented with the ‘less busy’ screen 
picking out the DOG (and even fewer, 7%, amongst those who saw the busy screen). 
 
Even when we had pointed out DOGs and talked to respondents specifically about them, 
59% agreed that they ‘tend not to notice the logos’, with females and viewers over 55, the 
least likely to notice them according to our survey. 
 

Are DOGs useful? 

Before we broached the subject of DOGs, we asked viewers how they know what 
channel they are watching when the TV is on, and we noted down their response without 
giving them any suggested responses.  DOGs were the most commonly cited method of 



 

  

 

 

 

helping to identify what channel people are watching, mentioned by 30%, ahead of the 
EPG (electronic programme guide) 26%, and other methods. 
 
Once we had introduced the idea of DOGs in the corner of the screen, the majority 
agreed that these DOGs play a helpful role in channel identification. 63% agreed that 
‘logos are a quick and easy way to identify the channel’ and 52% agreed that ‘logos are 
helpful for identifying the channel’.  When analysing the results more closely, Ipsos 
MediaCT found that younger adults were most likely to agree that DOGs are helpful in 
channel identification. 
 

What do viewers think about DOGs? 

Most claimed not to notice the DOGs, but did see that they can play a useful role in 
channel identification so the audience were split in some ways about their presence on-
screen. 
 
One in six were in strong agreement that the DOGs are intrusive – claiming that ‘they get 
in the way of the programme being shown’.  A third agreed that they are ‘irritating’; and 
nearly 4 in 10 agreed that they are ‘distracting’. 
 
Ipsos MediaCT analysed the results further and grouped together all those people who 
were negative towards DOGs – i.e. those who agreed that DOGs were intrusive and 
irritating and distracting.  By doing this we found that around a quarter of all TV viewers 
are negative towards DOGs on all of these measures – the anti group.  We were also 
able to identify a similar proportion (27% ) who were broadly accepting of DOGs, those 
who did not agree that they were intrusive or irritating or distracting.  We found that 
around half of TV viewers did not have consistently strong views either ways. 
 
However, what the results clearly showed was that although 1 in 4 may have an anti 
attitude towards the presence of a DOG on-screen, many of these still consider DOGs to 
be helpful for channel identification.  So whilst they may be irritating and distracting, they 
can see the point of having them.  Around 1 in 10 neither like the DOGs on-screen 
presence, nor consider them to be useful for channel identification, and Ipsos MediaCT 
considered these to be the biggest rejectors of DOGs. 
 
When we looked at the people falling within these groups we saw that those who were 
more accepting of DOGs tended to be younger, although the group comprised a mix of 
ages.  On the other hand, those who were more anti DOGs tended to fall into the older 
age groups and tended to be more AB, although this group still comprised a mix of social 
grades, ages and background. 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

Do views on DOGs vary by the channel being watched? 

Attitudes towards DOGs seem to be deep rooted as our results showed that views 
towards whether they would be useful or not did not change by channel.   

Is their preferred design for DOGs? 

Having looked at a number of DOGs within the research, the results suggest that 
audiences prefer transparent or low visibility images, over bold and brightly coloured 
ones and 6 in 10 agreed that ‘whilst static logos are fine moving logos annoy’, indicating 
an overall preference for static DOGs on screen amongst TV viewers. 
 

 
Sara Rice, 
Associate Director, Ipsos MediaCT 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 
Busy Image 

 
 



 

  

 

 

 
Less Busy Image 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS IN BOLD, CAPS AND PURPLE 
[SCRIPTWRITER COMMENTS IN BOLD , BLUE AND BRACKETS ROUND] 
 

 
ASK ALL 
[MULTICODE EXCEPT DK AND ‘DON’T HAVE A TV’] 
ANSWER OPTIONS ON SHOWCARD 
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SHOW RESPONDENTS SHOWCARD A 
Q1. In what ways, if any, do you receive television in your household? Please think 
about all the TV sets in your household. 
Please tell me all the ways you receive TV 
Digital Satellite TV through Sky for a monthly subscription (i.e. satellite dish) 
Freesat TV through any satellite dish WITHOUT a monthly subscription 
Cable TV through Virgin Media 
Freeview TV through TV aerial and set-top-box without a monthly subscription 
Top Up TV through TV aerial and set-top-box for a monthly subscription 
TV which has Freeview channels built-in (IDTV using TV aerial, without a separate set-top 
box)  
TV from Tiscali \ Homechoice  
TV from BT Vision  
TV through a normal aerial but receiving the main 4 or 5 main channels ONLY 
Other 
Don’t Know 
Don’t have a TV [ROUTE OUT - THANK AND CLOSE] 
 
 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[SINGLE CODE] 
Q2.  How many hours do you spend watching television during an average week? 
I never watch TV [ROUTE OUT - THANK AND CLOSE] 
Between 0 hours and less than 1.5 hours 
More than 1.5 hours but less than 3 hours 
More than 3 hours but less than 7 hours 
More than 7 hours but less than 12 hours 
More than 12 hours but less than 20 hours 
More than 20 hours but less than 25 hours 
25 hours or more 
 

JN: 09-020128-01 BBC DOGs Research 26.02.10 Final 

SECTION A: BACKGROUND 



 

  

 

 

 

 
ASK ALL WHO WATCH TV 
[SINGLE CODE] 
Q3.  Thinking about your main TV set… What type of TV do you have as your main 
TV set today? 
Standard TV (e.g. CRT/traditional set)  
Flat screen Plasma or LCD TV (very thin, could be hung on a wall if wished) 
Flat screen Plasma or LCD TV HD Ready (very thin, could be hung on a wall if wished) 
Projector-type TV 
PC/Laptop 
Games console 
Mobile phone 
HD Ready TV 
Don’t know 
 
 
ASK ALL WHO WATCH TV 
[MULTI CODE] 
ANSWER OPTIONS ON SHOWCARD 
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SHOW RESPONDENTS SHOWCARD B 
Q4.  Which of the following channels have you watched in the last month? 
BBC One 
BBC Two 
BBC Three 
BBC Four 
BBC News 
BBC HD 
CBBC 
CBeebies 
Channel 4/S4C 
Comedy Central 
Dave 
E4 
Eurosport 

Film4 
Five 
Gold 
ITV1 
ITV2 
ITV3 
ITV4 
More4 
Sky 1 
Sky News 
Other 
None of these 

 
 



 

  

 

 

  
WE WILL SPLIT THE SAMPLE FOR Q5. ONE GROUP WILL SEE A SUBTLE IMAGE 
AND ONE WILL SEE A BUSY IMAGE 
 
ASK ALL WHO WATCH TV – SAMPLE A 
[SINGLE CODE] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ CODES OUT 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT THE PICTURE ON SCREEN BUT NOT 
ANSWER CODES 
INTERVIEWER: WE ARE NOT ASKING RESPONDENTS WHERE THEY THINK THE 
LOCATION IS, SO PLEASE PROBE FOR THE FIRST THING THEY SEE IN THE IMAGE 
Q5.  I am going to show you a typical image that you may see on a television 
channel, and I would like you to tell me the first thing that you notice. 
Windows 
Sky 
Building 
Pointed roof 
BBC4 logo 
Clocks 
Brick wall 
CCTV camera 
Other (specify – not coded) 
 
 
ASK ALL WHO WATCH TV – SAMPLE B 
[SINGLE CODE] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ CODES OUT 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT THE SCREEN 
INTERVIEWER: WE ARE NOT ASKING RESPONDENTS WHERE THEY THINK THE 
LOCATION IS, SO PLEASE PROBE FOR THE FIRST THING THEY SEE IN THE IMAGE 
Q5a.  I am going to show you a typical image that you may see on a television 
channel, and I would like you to tell me the first thing that you notice. 
BBC4 logo 
Body parts 
Sunburn 
Cheering 
English people 
England flags 

Football shirts 
Crowd/people 
Ice cream van 
Football 
Other (specify – not coded) 

 
 

SECTION B: INTRODUCTION TO LOGOS 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WHO WATCH TV – SAMPLE A 
[SINGLE CODE] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ CODES OUT 
Q6.  Now, please can you tell me the second thing that you notice? 
Windows 
Sky 
Building 
Pointed roof 
BBC4 logo 
Clocks 
Brick wall 
CCTV camera 
Other (specify – not coded) 
 
 
ASK ALL WHO WATCH TV – SAMPLE B 
[SINGLE CODE] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ CODES OUT 
Q6a.  Now, please can you tell me the second thing that you notice? 
BBC4 logo 
Body parts 
Sunburn 
Cheering 
English people 
England flags 
Football shirts 
Crowd/people 
Ice cream van 
Football 
Other (specify – not coded) 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[MULTI CODE] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ CODES OUT 
Q7.  Thinking now about when you’re watching television, how do you know what 
channel you are watching? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: How else? UNTIL NOTHING 
ELSE 
The TV Guide/EPG (Electronic programme guide) 
The channel logo in the corner of the screen 
The channel number appears on my set-top box 
Press a button on my remote control to show the channel on screen [INTERVIEWER: 
THIS INCLUDES - INFO, ‘I’ BUTTON, ARROW KEY, SELECT, MENU]  
Television listings magazine/newspaper 
Through programme junctions/ the content in between 2 programmes (e.g. credits at the 
end, trails) 
Through voiceover at the end or beginning of the programme 
Television listings on text / when I press the red button 
Press the channel number on my remote 
Only ever watch the same channel 
I know because of the programme I am watching 
I don’t know/I sometimes watch and don’t know the channel 
Other 
 
 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[INFO SCREEN – PLEASE SHOW RESPONDENTS BOTH PICTURES SHOWN AT 
5/5A] 
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN AND POINT OUT LOGO 
We are now going to ask you some questions about the channel logos that appear 
in the top corner of your screen when you are watching some television channels.  
You may have noticed it on the screen we showed you earlier.  They are usually 
shown constantly at the top left of the screen for the entire length of a programme. 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[MULTI CODE] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ CODES OUT 
INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS ‘ALL CHANNELS HAVE LOGOS’ 
PLEASE PROBE FOR CHANNEL NAMES 
Q8.  Thinking about the television channels that you currently watch, which 
channels, if any, do you recall having a channel logo in the corner of the screen? 
INTERVIEWER - PROBE: What other channels? UNTIL NOTHING ELSE 
BBC One 
BBC Two 
BBC Three 
BBC Four 
BBC News 
BBC HD 
CBBC 
CBeebies 
Channel 4/S4C 
Comedy Central 
Dave 
E4 
Eurosport 

Film4 
Five 
Gold 
ITV1 
ITV2 
ITV3 
ITV4 
More4 
Sky 1 
Sky News 
Other (specify – not coded) 
Cannot recall any channels with a logo in 
the corner of the screen 

 
ASK ALL WITH A TV  
[SINGLE CODE AND ROTATE ORDER] SCALE ON SHOWCARD C 
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT STATEMENTS ONE BY ONE -  
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD C 
Q9.  Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with the following statements 
regarding the channel logos usually found at the top left of the screen? 
Logos are helpful for identifying the channel  
I tend not to notice the logos 
The logo makes the channel distinctive  
Logos get in the way of the programme being shown 
Logos are distracting 
Logos are irritating 
Static logos are fine but moving logos annoy me 
Logos are a quick and easy way to identify the channel 

 
[CODES ON SHOWCARD C TO APPEAR AS] 
Strongly Agree 
Tend to Agree 
Neither Agree nor Disagree 
Tend to Disagree 
Strongly Disagree 
Don’t know 



 

  

 

 

 

 
 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[MULTI CODE SHOWCARD D] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES.   
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD D 
Q10.  Thinking about different TYPES of programmes, are there any kinds of 
programmes where you would find it useful to see channel logos usually found at 
the top left of the screen? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Any other programmes? UNTIL 
NOTHING ELSE Entertainment programmes 
Soaps 
Comedy programmes 
Reality programmes 
Drama programmes 
News/ current affairs programmes 
Documentaries 
Music programmes 

Sports programmes 
Films 
Kids programmes 
High Definition (HD) TV  
Other 
None [SINGLE CODE] 

 
 

 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[MULTI CODE SHOWCARD B] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD B 
Q11.  Thinking now about particular TV CHANNELS, are there any televisions 
channels where you would find it useful to see channel logos usually found at the 
top left of the screen? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Any other channels? UNTIL 
NOTHING ELSE    
BBC One 
BBC Two 
BBC Three 
BBC Four 
BBC News 
BBC HD 
CBBC 
CBeebies 
Channel 4/S4C 
Comedy Central 
Dave 
E4 
Eurosport 

Film4 
Five 
Gold 
ITV1 
ITV2 
ITV3 
ITV4 
More4 
Sky 1 
Sky News 
Other 
None [SINGLE CODE] 

 

SECTION C: LOGOS ON BBC 



 

  

 

 

 

 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[MULTI CODE SHOWCARD D] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD D 
Q12.  Thinking about different TYPES of programmes, are there any kinds of 
programmes where you would not find it useful to see channel logos usually found 
at the top left of the screen? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Any other programmes? 
UNTIL NOTHING ELSE    
Entertainment programmes 
Soaps 
Comedy programmes 
Reality programmes 
Drama programmes 
News/ current affairs programmes 
Documentaires 
Music programmes  

Sports programmes 
Films 
Kids programmes  
High Definition (HD) TV  
Other 
None [SINGLE CODE] 

 
 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[MULTI CODE SHOWCARD B] 
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD B 
Q13.  Thinking now about particular TV CHANNELS, are there any channels where 
you would not find it useful to see channel logos? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Any 
other channels? UNTIL NOTHING ELSE    
BBC One 
BBC Two 
BBC Three 
BBC Four 
BBC News 
BBC HD 
CBBC 
CBeebies 
Channel 4/S4C 
Comedy Central 
Dave 
E4 
Eurosport 

Film4 
Five 
Gold 
ITV1 
ITV2 
ITV3 
ITV4 
More4 
Sky 1 
Sky News 
Other 
None [SINGLE CODE] 

 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[SINGLE CODE AND ROTATE ORDER. SCALE ON SHOWCARD E]  
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT EACH CHANNEL AND SHOW RESPONDENT 
SHOWCARD E 
Q14.  Thinking about the five terrestrial channels: BBC1, BBC2, ITV1, Channel 4 and 
Five, are you in favour of or opposed to each of them having a channel logo?   
BBC1 
BBC2 
ITV1 
Channel 4 
Five 

 
[CODES ON SHOWCARD D TO APPEAR AS] 
Strongly in favour 
Tend to favour 
Neither favour nor oppose 
Tend to oppose 
Strongly opposed 
Don’t know 
 
 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[SINGLE CODE.  SHOWCARD E]  
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD E 
Q15.  The BBC’s DIGITAL channels do usually have a channel logo in the top left of 
the screen.  These channels include BBC Three, BBC Four, CBeebies, CBBC, BBC 
News and BBC HD.  Overall, are you in favour of or opposed to BBC digital channels 
continuing to display the channel logo? 
 
Strongly in favour 
Tend to favour 
Neither favour nor oppose 
Tend to oppose 
Strongly opposed 
Don’t know 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WHO ARE IN FAVOUR OF A CHANNEL LOGO ON BBC1 (CODES 1 OR 2 
FOR BBC 1 @ Q14)  
[MULTI CODE]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
Q16.  You mentioned you were in favour of a channel logo being introduced to 
BBC1, why is this? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Why else? UNTIL NOTHING ELSE    
Every other channel now has them  
It would help me know which channel I’m on 
It would help other people to know the channel that is showing  
It makes sense to have one 
It would make the channel stand out 
I wouldn’t mind if the logo was subtle 
It’s ok on some programmes 
If only at the start of the programme for a few seconds 
If they were only used to tell me a programme is new  
Other (specify – not coded) 
Don’t know [SINGLE CODE]  
 
 
ASK ALL WHO ARE IN FAVOUR OF A CHANNEL LOGO ON BBC 2 (CODES 1 OR 2 
FOR BBC 2 @ Q14)  
[MULTI CODE]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
Q17.  You mentioned you were in favour of a channel logo being introduced to 
BBC2, why is this? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Why else? UNTIL NOTHING ELSE   
Every other channel now has them  
It would help me know which channel I’m on 
It would help other people to know the channel that is showing  
It makes sense to have one 
It would make the channel stand out 
I wouldn’t mind if the logo was subtle 
It’s ok on some programmes 
If only at the start of the programme for a few seconds 
If they were only used to tell me a programme is new  
Other (specify – not coded) 
Don’t know [SINGLE CODE]  
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WHO ARE IN FAVOUR OF A CHANNEL LOGO ON THE BBC DIGITAL 
CHANNELS (CODES 1 OR 2 @ Q15)  
[MULTI CODE]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
Q18.  You mentioned you were in favour of the BBC digital channels continuing to 
display channel logos, why is this? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Why else? UNTIL 
NOTHING ELSE   
Every other digital channel has them now  
They help me know which channel I’m on 
They do not bother me at the moment 
It just wouldn’t make sense to remove them 
I am used to them 
It makes the channels stand out 
I wouldn’t mind if the logo was subtle 
It’s ok on some programmes’ 
If only at the start of the programme for a few seconds 
If they were only used to tell me a programme is new  
Other (specify – not coded) 
Don’t know [SINGLE CODE]  
 
 
ASK ALL WHO ARE NOT IN FAVOUR OF A CHANNEL LOGO ON BBC1 (CODES 4 OR 
5 FOR BBC 1 @ Q14)  
[MULTI CODE]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
Q19.  You mentioned you would be opposed to channel logos being introduced on 
BBC1, why is this? INTERVIEWER - PROBE: Why else? UNTIL NOTHING ELSE   
They are not necessary 
The channels have distinctive programming already 
They don’t have them now and I would not like this to change 
I don’t think it is appropriate for the BBC to have them 
The BBC is different to other channels so should not have them 
Channel logos seem more appropriate for commercial/digital only channels 
They can be obstructive 
They don’t belong on certain types of programmes 
Other (specify – not coded) 
Don’t know [SINGLE CODE] 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WHO ARE NOT IN FAVOUR OF A CHANNEL LOGO ON BBC2 (CODES 4 OR 
5 FOR BBC 2 @ Q14)  
[MULTI CODE]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
Q20.  You mentioned you would be opposed to channel logos being introduced on 
BBC2, why is this? 
They are not necessary 
The channels have distinctive programming already 
They don’t have them now and I would not like this to change 
I don’t think it is appropriate for the BBC to have them 
The BBC is different to other channels so should not have them 
Channel logos seem more appropriate for commercial/digital only channels 
They can be obstructive 
They don’t belong on certain types of programmes 
Other (specify – not coded) 
Don’t know [SINGLE CODE] 
 

 
ASK ALL WHO ARE NOT IN FAVOUR OF A CHANNEL LOGOS ON BBC DIGITAL 
CHANNELS (CODES 4 OR 5 @ Q15)  
[MULTI CODE]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
Q21.  You mentioned you would be opposed to the BBC digital channels continuing 
to display channel logos, why is this? 
Not necessary 
Channels already stand out 
Don’t think it is appropriate for the BBC 
The BBC is different to other channels so should not have them 
Channel logos seem more appropriate for commercial/ digital channels 
They can be obstructive 
They don’t belong on certain types of programmes 
Other (specify – not coded) 
Don’t know [SINGLE CODE] 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[SINGLE CODE.  SHOWCARD F]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD F 
Q21a.  Thinking about other graphics that appear on your screen while watching 
television –which, if any, of the following have you noticed in the last month? 
The red button  
The green button 
On screen information telling you what’s coming up while you’re watching a current 
programme 
Tickers (e.g. a scrolling bar displaying text information, such as news, messages, chat) 
More information about the programme  
Animated characters  
iPlayer logo 
Other (specify – not coded) 
None of these 
 
 
ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[SINGLE CODE. SHOWCARD F]  
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ OUT CODES 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW RESPONDENT SHOWCARD F 
Q22.  And which of these, if any, detract from your enjoyment of the programme you 
are watching?   
The red button  
The green button 
On screen information telling you what’s coming up while you’re watching a current 
programme 
Tickers (e.g. a scrolling bar displaying text information, such as news, messages, chat) 
More information about the programme  
Animated characters  
iPlayer logo 
Other (specify – not coded) 
None of these 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 
INFO SCREEN 
We would now like to show you a series of images. Please look at the logos in the 
left hand corner of each screen. I would like you to tell me which logo you would 
prefer to see on the screen when watching a television programme 

 
WE WILL SPLIT THE SAMPLE AGAIN FOR THIS PART OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
(SAME GROUPS AS FOR Qs 5 AND 6) 
 
 

Sample A Sample B 
 

BBC logo: white med trans 
Vs. 

BBC logo: white med  

 
BBC logo: black 

Vs. 
BBC logo: white med trans 

 
 
RESPONDENTS WILL THEN BE ASKED THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FOR EACH 
PAIR OF IMAGES 
 
ASK ALL IN SAMPLE A 
[SINGLE CODE]  
Q23. Which logo would you prefer to see on the left hand corner of your screen 
when watching a television programme? 
Image 1 
Image 2 
No preference 
 
 
ASK ALL IN SAMPLE A 
[SINGLE CODE]  
Q24. To what extent, would the presence of that logo detract from your enjoyment 
whilst watching a programme? Please use a scale of 1 to 1 where one mean detract 
a lot and 5 means does not detract 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Don’t know 

SECTION D: TESTING LOGOS 



 

  

 

 

 

 
 
ASK ALL IN SAMPLE B 
[SINGLE CODE]  
Q23a. Which logo would you prefer to see on the left hand corner of your screen 
when watching a television programme? 
Image 1 
Image 2 
No preference 
 
 
ASK ALL IN SAMPLE B 
[SINGLE CODE]  
Q24a. To what extent, would the presence of that logo detract from your enjoyment 
whilst watching a programme? Please use a scale of 1 to 5 where one means 
detract a lot and 5 means does not detract 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Don’t know 
 
 



 

  

 

 

 

ASK ALL WITH A TV 
[SINGLE CODE]  
We’d like you to look at some logos for different television channels that may be 
found in the left hand corner of the screen.  Regardless of whether or not you watch 
that channel, we would like to know your opinion.   
 
Q25. In general, to what extent do you think the presence of this logo would affect 
your enjoyment whilst watching television.  Please think about this on a scale of 0-
10 (where 0=it does not affect my enjoyment at all, and 10=it totally affects my 
enjoyment)? 
 
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Don’t know 
 
THIS QUESTION TO BE ASKED FOR EACH LOGO (ROTATED) 
 

Sample A WILL SEE: Sample B WILL SEE: 
BBC3 

BBCHD 
CBBC 
ITV2 
Five 

Sky News 
Eurosport 

BBC4 
BBC News channel (formerly News 24) 

CBeebies 
E4 

Sky1 
Gold 

Comedy Central 
 


